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Sex Ed: The Role of Adolescent Sex in Film 

 In an especially touching scene from Superbad (Greg Mottola, US—2007), two high 

school male best friends lie side by side on the floor in sleeping bags, intoxicated after a night of 

drinking and partying, and whisper “I love you.” The boys, who had previously been consumed 

with demonstrating sexual prowess, now allow themselves to be vulnerable. A similar scene 

unfolds in Y Tu Mama Tambien (Alfonso Cuarón, Mexico—2001), where the principal male 

characters spend the night with each other and make love, only to wake up naked the next 

morning in a state of painful embarrassment for having satisfied their authentic sexual desires. In 

Blue is the Warmest Color (Abdellatif Kechiche, France—2013), extremely explicit sex scenes 

between young female lovers demonstrate intense satisfaction, bliss, and a loving appreciation 

for the body. Sexual encounters between adolescent characters in film are important to study in 

order to better understand their importance in personal development.  

 To help inform the exploration of the role of adolescent sex in films, this paper draws 

from Robert Bulman’s “Enlightened Teenage Masculinity,” which provides an in-depth account 

of the relationship between sexuality and masculinity in Superbad, and John Alberti’s “‘I Love 

You, Man’: Bromances, the Construction of Masculinity, and the Continuing Evolution of the 

Romantic Comedy,” which mentions several male friendships in comedic movies and how 

masculinity manifests in these friendships. Nick Davis’, “I Love You, Hombre: Y Tu Mama 

Tambien as Border-Crossing Bromance,” (a chapter in Reading the Bromance: Homosocial 

Relations in Film and Television, edited by Michael DeAngelis) provides insight into the 

relationship complexities of male film characters, in particular those found in Y Tu Mama 

Tambien and Superbad, which aids in the discussion surrounding adolescent sexuality as 
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portrayed in film. Acevedo-Muñoz’s “Sex, Class, and Mexico in Alfonso Cuarón’s Y Tu Mama 

Tambien,” analyzes homoerotic desires and how the expression of these desires significantly 

impacts relationships. In, “‘He Said We Can Choose Our Lives’: Freedom, Intimacy, and Identity 

in Blue Is the Warmest Colour (2013),” Hila Schacher examines the often terrifying journey to 

adulthood through the lens of Adèle, the main character from Abdellatif Kechiche’s film, Blue is 

the Warmest Color. She also discusses how sexuality plays an important role in one’s maturation 

process. Michelle Miller, too, questions the emotional risks involved in exploring one’s sexuality 

in, "Theorizing 'The Plunge': (Queer) Girls' Adolescence, Risk, and Subjectivity in Blue is the 

Warmest Color." 

 The portrayal of sex as a form of initiation into adulthood and its association with 

masculinity among adolescents is especially poignant in Superbad, which follows two high 

school seniors, Seth (Jonah Hill) and Evan (Micheal Cera), as they take on the gallant 

responsibility of procuring alcohol for a party. Having pledged to lose their virginity prior to 

graduation, they view the upcoming party, which will undoubtedly involve alcohol and 

weakened inhibitions, as the perfect opportunity to do so. Seth, who, “constantly uses lewd and 

misogynistic language to describe women and what he wants to do to them sexually,” regards his 

virginity as a source of shame and, as a result, “uses aggressive assertions of misogyny to 

overcompensate for his less “masculine” traits,” (Bulman and Mccants 68). That Seth regards 

himself as lacking in certain masculine traits arises in large part from his, “anxiety and self-doubt 

about his sexual performance,” (68). He views losing his virginity as an obstacle that must be 

overcome in order to be regarded as a man.  
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 Superbad, though a subjectively humorous and entertaining film, raises serious questions 

pertaining to how young men view masculinity. The film portrays, “an internal struggle of the 

male characters with their understanding of their identities and roles as men,” (Alberti 162). This 

“internal struggle” manifests in Seth’s and Evan’s desire to demonstrate  sexual prowess as well 1

as to avoid any sentiments that contradict what they perceive to be traditional, “construction[s] of 

masculine dominance,” (163). Vulnerability is particularly uncomfortable for the two, as they are 

only able to express their mutual love and appreciation for each other as best friends when they 

are inebriated, revealing, “a surprising and refreshing degree of tenderness between 

boys,” (Bulman and Mccants 69). Such tenderness can often be considered overly effeminate, 

thereby undermining one’s “masculine” qualities which are displayed, in part, by attempting to 

compulsively assert one’s, “heterosexual dominance,” (69). In Superbad, sexuality is thus also 

utilized as a method of masking one’s internal desires.  

 Y Tu Mama Tambien—which follows two friends who have just graduated from the 

Mexican equivalent of high school as they embark on a road trip with an older, beautiful Spanish 

woman named Luisa (Maribel Verdú)—also analyzes the importance of sexuality in the lives of 

male adolescents. The friends, Julio (Gael Garcia Bernal) and Tenoch (Diego Luna), differ in 

their familial backgrounds, as Julio’s family is of the lower-middle class whereas Tenoch’s 

possesses great political power. It is asserted that the two discover equality, however, with 

 To further clarify this point, Alberti writes that in several of the romantic comedies he mentions in his 1

article, the characters’, “efforts at sexual boasting and claims of sexual mastery are subjected to endless 
ridicule, both from their other male friends and situationally from the plot situations they find themselves 
in. In a key sense, male sexuality is the real mysterious Other for these characters, a source of 
inexplicable desire and humiliation and an aspect of identity that renders them almost useless as 
functioning members of society,” (165).  
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regards to their sexuality, as evidenced by the opening scene, during which Tenoch and Julio, 

“make typically hasty and fumbling love to their respective girlfriends,” (Davis 122).  

 Both Tenoch and Julio regard sexual prowess as a mark of their masculinity. Seeking to 

assert this form of authority, they grow nervous when their girlfriends travel to Italy, a place they 

imagine to be rife with attractive men and sexual opportunities. This angst, some feel, highlights 

their, “possessive immaturity and displaced homoerotic anxieties,” (Davis 122). The assertion of 

them possessing “displaced homoerotic anxieties” suggests that Tenoch and Julio utilize 

heterosexual sex, and the satisfying sense of possession that accompanies it, as a means by which 

to compensate for their socially unacceptable internal homoerotic desires. Their association of 

sex with power can be viewed as emotional armor  intended to mask their authentic sexual 2

inclinations—an association divergent from the film’s intention to serve as a, “riposte  to 3

masculine normativity,” and a, “brave upending of machismo,” (112).  

 When Tenoch and Julio finally act on their mutually repressed desires, they cross a social 

and personal threshold, thereby challenging the restrictive norms surrounding machismo and 

masculinity. This occurs after a night of drunken bliss, complete with dancing and humorous 

toasts, where Luisa brings Tenoch and Julio together utilizing her own sexuality before quietly 

exiting the room. The male friends begin to passionately kiss each other. When they wake up in 

the same bed the next morning, they are apparently ashamed and “barely speak to each 

other,” (Acevedo-Muñoz 47). Their sexual encounter marks a significant turning point in their 

 Ernesto Acevedo-Muñoz observes how, “homoerotic tension is always present in the film, in spite of its 2

violation of Mexican-Revolutionary machismo,” (42). This feeling of “violating” their masculinity 
compels Tenoch and Julio to feign lustful heterosexual desires, when in fact they are only masking 
homosexual desires. 

 According to the Merriam-Webster dictionary, a riposte is a “retaliatory verbal sally” or a “retaliatory 3

maneuver or measure.”
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lives and leads to the, “discovery of their own hatred and homosexual desires,” (47). Tenoch and 

Julio, once immature boys trying to assert their sexual prowess and defend their machismo, 

become painfully aware of the inability to continue to repress their authentic emotions. Forced to 

mature and confront their own sexuality, their friendship ends after, “having crossed a line of 

sexual exchange,” (Davis 123).   

 Similarly, in Blue is the Warmest Color, sex also serves as a means of self-discovery . 4

Prior to embracing her same-sex desires, Adèle (Adèle Exarchopoulos), a high school student, 

“does not yet know how to represent herself, what she is, what she wants to be,” (Shachar 154). 

She has yet to experience an eventual sexual awakening which will commence a new, exciting, 

and more fulfilling stage in her life. The first instance of sexuality as a form of liberation occurs 

when Adèle and Emma (Léa Seydoux) enjoy an outdoor picnic. The two appear content and 

relaxed and, after gazing longingly at Emma, Adèle hesitantly, yet passionately, kisses her. 

Adèle’s immediate reaction following the kiss is one of utter bliss, as evidenced by her glowing 

smile and satisfied chuckles. This monumental moment marks the first time Adèle has allowed 

herself to fully embrace her attraction for Emma and is assumed to be her first sensual interaction 

with a woman.  

 Adèle’s apparent joy following the kiss implies a feeling of liberation from any previous 

self-imposed sexual limitations. Both Emma and Adèle, through their exciting relationship, take, 

“risks in forming an adult identity that feels both satisfying and real,” (Miller 40). They begin to 

traverse the threshold between adolescence and maturity and progress towards self-acceptance as 

 Abdellatif Kechiche himself has likened the film to, “a novel of initiation,” (Greenhouse). 4
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the physical intimacy of their relationship intensifies . It is through such intimacy that one 5

follows, “the personal movement of Adèle from heterosexuality to queerness and her personal 

discovery of bodily pleasure in Emma,” (Shachar 155).  

 Their relationship eventually ends, leaving Adèle heartbroken, but the independence she 

has gained presumably persists. The film’s final shot shows Adèle, walking alone, after leaving 

prematurely from another one of Emma’s art shows. Her solitary gait, however, suggests the 

possibility of one day rediscovering the fulfillment and satisfaction she found with Emma. 

Adèle’s sexual reawakening has hopefully provided her with the necessary confidence and 

assurance to lead a personally meaningful life. The film’s alternate French title, La Vie d’Adèle—

Chapitres 1 et 2, reflects this hope, as it is, “plainer and more accurate, yet more affecting, since 

it implies that, if life is a novel, there are more chapters in store. I hope so, not because I expect a 

sequel but because the end of the film makes you long for Adèle to be happy,” (Lane). Adèle’s 

sexual relationship with Emma, though the cause of deep suffering following their separation, 

has propelled her into a new chapter of her life, one assumed to include greater self-knowledge 

as a result.  

 The sex between adolescents in these films serves an important purpose. In the lives of 

adolescents, sexuality often plays a far larger role than is usually perceived. Superbad and Y Tu 

Mama Tambien, whose primary characters are male, emphasize the often suffocating societal 

associations of sexual dominance and masculinity. Such unreasonable expectations create toxic 

environments where male teenagers repress their desires in an effort to conform to societal 

 To further emphasize the importance of sex in self-discovery, Adèle Exarchopoulos, who plays Adèle, 5

when speaking of shooting the sex scenes, explains how, "We had to show how making love to someone 
is visceral. We had to convey how much of yourself you give over. So we chose to show to everyone the 
emotion behind the discovering of one’s sexuality,” (Brody). 
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norms. Unfortunately, it is unclear as to whether Julio and Tenoch are ever able to fully 

acknowledge their own homosexuality, as they still seem trapped as a result of the incongruity 

between their own desires and their image of masculinity.  

 Seth and Evan, though uncomfortable at having allowed themselves to be so vulnerable 

with each other, are at least able to move forward. In the final scene of Superbad, the two friends 

separate to spend time with their respective potential girlfriends. As they part, Seth looks 

lovingly at Evan, implying that he now understands the immense importance of their friendship 

as well as their love for each other as friends.  

 Blue is the Warmest Color, whose primary characters are female, similarly underscores 

the dissatisfaction that results from the inability to acknowledge one’s sexuality, but Adèle 

overcomes this conflict and finally learns to respect her own desires through a fulfilling, sensual, 

and ultimately heartbreaking relationship with Emma. After the relationship ends, and after 

recovering from the painful period following the break-up, she is more self-assured and 

confidently walks home alone, knowing that her newfound self-knowledge is perhaps her most 

powerful asset in her pursuit of genuine happiness.  

 In cinema, therefore, sexuality serves as a boundary between adolescence and adulthood; 

it is a threshold that must be crossed in order to achieve self-actualization. By learning to 

embrace one’s sexuality without the constraints of shame or embarrassment, and by traversing 

this crucial threshold to achieve greater self-knowledge, one becomes empowered to live as 

authentically as possible.  

 Studying film is synonymous with studying human nature. Cinema is a powerful medium 

that can be used to convey certain truths, raise important questions, and explore complicated 
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issues. Sexuality merits such nuanced exploration. This universal aspect of human nature is too 

often shunned or ignored, but film has the power to challenge any societal limitations 

surrounding the subject, instead showcasing its importance in the lives of adolescents as they 

journey towards physical and emotional maturity.  

 It is important to question why sex is such a heavy and uncomfortable subject to discuss. 

Arguably one of the most important elements in an adolescent’s pursuit of a more profound sense 

of self, it deserves to be explored more meaningfully. Film offers a uniquely nuanced and 

complete portrayal of intimacy because it can take the necessary time to emphasize its emotional 

and spiritual components. For adolescents, sexuality is not merely the pursuit of pleasure. 

Intimacy is an escape, a source of identity, a bonding experience, a daunting obstacle, and a 

means of self expression. It is more complex than the physical act of two bodies coming together 

to make love, and filmmakers must recognize their unique ability to accurately convey this 

essential truth.  
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